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HADDAM NECK PLANT UFSAR

The site wells are located to the rear of the former Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) and
near the ISFSI support building, Bottled water is used on site as drinking water.

The ISFSI well is used for drinking water and supplying sanitation facilities.

The groundwater table general gradient slopes downward toward the river. Water in the
saturated zone under the flood plain occurs as free groundwater or in a leaky aquifer between
alluvium on top and bedrock below, or both. Groundwater on the hillsides occurs under a
mixture of perched conditions and in minor quantities in cracks in the rocks. The unsaturated
zone on the hillsides is relatively thin. Groundwater loading conditions developed at or near
grade are conservatively used for design purposes.

Rains or spills on the ground surface eventually arrive at the river by overland flow or as
groundwater movement at velocities from a few to several hundred feet per day. No changes
since decommissioning have occurred to alter the drainage system in such a way as to create
local flooding.

2.4.2 Floods

2.4.2.1 Flood History

Since theý current site elevation is .approximately 21 ft above mean sea level (MSL), and since
some means of high water protection had to be provided, knowledge of flood flows and
elevations at the site was particularly important. Table 2.4-1 gives data for historic floods from
1814 through .1984. The two greatest flows over the past 325 years.occurred 30 :months apart,
on March 21, 1936, and September 23-24,. 1938. Computed flood stages and discharges at
Bodkin Rock were 28.2 and 25.75 ft MSL, and 267,000 and 239,000 cfs, respectively. The
August 1955 hurricane produced a. 20.44 ft MSL flood stage and a 177,000 cfs discharge.
Since 1:9 36, the potential for reaching si mi lar flood levels has been decreased by the.
construction of a number of reservoirs in the river basin which were constructed specifically for
flood control.

In the years since the plant began operation, no floods have exceeded the levels of the 1936
flood at the.plant site.
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HADDAM NECK PLANT UFSAR

2.4.2.2 Flood Design Considerations

The ISFSI flood design considerations are contained within Reference 2.4-1. The flooding
design basis is 19.5 ft. MSL.

2.4.2.3 Effects of Local Intense Precipitation

Average annual rainfall increases from about 38 in. in the northern part of the drainage area to
about 47 in. in southern Connecticut. Runoff averages about 60% of the total rainfall but varies
seasonally and can be as low as. 25% in the summer. Spring runoff may be high because of
melting snow cover and heavy rains; this combination caused the 1936 flood. Reference 2.4-1
provides a detailed discussion with respect to the effects of local probable maximum
precipitation and drainage characteristics for the site.

2.4.3 Probable Maximum Flood on Streams and Rivers

See Reference 2.4-1 for a detailed discussion with respect to the probable maximum flood on
streams and rivers at the Haddam Neck site.

2.4.3.1 Probable Maximum Precipitation

A conservative analysis was performed to determine theoretical precipitation or probable
maximum precipitation (PMP) over the site drainage area that could produce flood flows that
have virtually no risk of being exceeded. Refer to Reference 2.4-1 for the details of that
analysis.

Tidal flooding data based on the Standard Project Hurricane Tidal Flood was developed by the
Corps of Engineers for their Hurricane Survey of the Southern New England Coast. The project
hurricane far exceeded any hurricane ever recorded for the New England coast. The results
indicated a stage height of 14.8 ft MSL at Saybrook Light, approximately 19.2 miles
downstream from the site, which has a 21 ft MSL.

2.4.3.2 Precipitation Losses

The site yard grading is pitched in all areas downward to the river or discharge canal to an
extent precluding the need for an extensive storm drainage system.

2.4.3.3 Runoff and Stream Course Models..

A flood flow analysis is provided by Reference 2.4-1, for the site.

Since 1936, a comprehensive program of flood-control has been initiated. Sixteen reservoirs
have been constructed having an aggregate storage capacity in excess of 500,000 acre-ft.
Offsetting this increase in regulated flood control storage has been a reduction in channel
storage because of construction of new highways and new flood protection dikes on the flood
plain. It is estimated (by. the .Corps of Engineers) that, when modified by the reservoir.
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